


Why Thule?  
There are three very clear  
and distinct reasons to make 
Thule the brand of choice:

Perfect Fit.
Thule’s goal is not only to fit as many 
vehicles as possible, but to fit them 
safely and securely. We have dedicated 
employees whose only job is to precisely 
measure and custom fit vehicles as they 
enter the market. This is how we offer more 
overall vehicle fits than any competitor. 

Tested. 
With testing facilities throughout the world, 
Thule manufactures some of the strongest and 
longest lasting racks and accessories on the 
market.

All Thule Rack Systems are City Crash tested and 
approved. Through a simulated crash, roof rack 
systems are tested at 8 times its weight while 
loaded to its maximum capacity to ensure the 
rack system remains intact on the vehicle.

In North America, all Thule racks and accessories 
are also 3-6-5 Certified.  Thule conducts 3 lab 
tests, 6 road tests and 5 environmental tests to 
ensure your Thule product supports your active 
lifestyle 365 days a year.

Made in the USA with solar power. 
Over 80% of Thule racks sold in North America 
are made in the USA of U.S. and imported parts. 
By manufacturing locally, we have better control 
over our quality process, can ship products 
anywhere in North America quickly and easily, 
reduce our environmental impact, and employ 
over 1,000 American workers.



Racks 
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The fastest way out there. 
Solid, dependable and able to fit almost any vehicle, our base rack 
systems are the best you can buy. From the sleek aerodynamic 
styling of the Thule AeroBlade and AeroBlade Edge, to the timeless 
design of Thule Square Bars, you can rest easy knowing that you 
will get your gear where you are going safely and easily.  

Start by choosing a rack that suits your needs. A Thule roof rack  
is the strong foundation for every load, and you can easily mount 
accessories for different purposes. Just a few simple simple steps 
to install and you’re on your way.
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FEATURES
1  Thule’s various roof rack feet are  

designed to connect to different types  
of rooflines. Thule continues to expand  
foot attachment capabilities from fixed  
points and flush-mount rails to t-track  
and permanent solutions   

2  Integrated bar and foot design  
combines the AeroBlade Edge’s key  
elements together for a low-profile,  
aerodynamic package   

3  Thule’s Crossroad Foot Pack easily  
converts existing factory racks with  
raised side rails into full-featured Thule  
rack systems. Better yet – it only takes  
5 minutes to install   

4  Choose between two styles of load  
bars – premium Thule AeroBlade or  
the more standard Square Bar. Both  
are backed by a lifetime warranty



Getting started with roof racks.

AeroBlade Edge AeroBlade Square Bar

Load bar. 
  
Once you have looked up your vehicle in the Thule Fit Guide, you will be able to determine which 
load bar options are available for your vehicle (see pages 11-13 for more information). 

Foot Fit Kit Locks  

Foot and Fit Kit. 
  
After selecting your load bar style, the fit guide will indicate the correct Foot and if necessary, 
a vehicle specific Fit Kit, consisting of a custom foot pad and bracket. Optional One-Key lock 
system increases roof rack security. 

Fit Guide. 
  
Look up your vehicle using the Thule Fit Guide on Thule.com,  
the mobile fit guide at m.thule.com, or our printed guide in store.
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Load your rack.
Once your vehicle is equipped with a roof rack, you can add carriers for bikes, 
boards, boats, skis and any other gear your active life requires.

See the Thule Fit Guide to determine what accessories fit your vehicle. 
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Fixed points  
and flush rails 

Raised rail 

Thule AeroBlade Edge 
7601, 7602, 7603, 7604, 7501, 7502, 7503, 7504

The Thule AeroBlade Edge is the first complete  
rack system to integrate a low-profile, aerodynamic 
design with the strongest carrying capacity of any 
aftermarket rack. Available in two styles to fit  
raised rails or fixed points and flush rails, both  
pre-assembled for fast, easy installation. 

FEATURES
1   Integrated bar and foot design combines foot and bar together  

for a low-profile, aerodynamic package, and pre-assembled for  
 fast, easy installation   
2   WindDiffuser™ technology disturbs airflow to reduce noise  

and drag for improved fuel economy  
3   Arched lightweight bar follows the curves and lines of your roof,  

complementing your vehicle   
 Boxbeam™ load bar structure creates one of the strongest  
aftermarket load bars in the world   

  T-track compatible for fast mounting (Thule Xadapt required for  
some carriers, see Thule Fit Guide for details)

  Sold 1 bar per pack
  Fix point and flush mount systems require vehicle-specific Fit Kit

AeroBlade and AeroBlade Edge load bars. Thule AeroBlade  
ARB60, ARB53, ARB47, ARB43

Premium, aerodynamic load bars provide an  
exceptionally quiet ride and superior carrying 
performance.

FEATURES
1   WindDiffuser™ technology disturbs airflow to reduce noise  

 and drag for improved fuel economy   
2   Exclusive BoxBeam™ construction with 4 support walls  

 creates one of the strongest, most rigid bars available   
3   The SwingBlade™ end cap pivots open to allow full access  

 to the t-slot for, easy accessory installs   
4  The SmartSlide™ is a molded measurement system providing  

a quick, no-hassle, tape-measure-free foot installation.  
SmartSlide™ also covers the underbar slot to improve  
aerodynamics and noise diffusion   

  Sold 2 bars per pack   

  Requires Rapid™ Foot Pack and some systems require  
vehicle-specific Fit Kit 
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Rapid Aero 400XTR 
Foot for select vehicles without 
a factory rack or rain gutters.

FEATURES
  Patented built-in tool for easy installation  
and removal   

  Requires vehicle specific Thule Fit Kit and  
AeroBlade load bars (sold separately)   

  4 feet per pack

Rapid Traverse 480R 
This revolutionary foot for vehicles 
without a factory rack or rain gutters 
provides the strongest hold, safest fit 
and easiest installation on the market.

FEATURES
  Integrated AcuTight™ tensioning tool  
visually indicates when the rack is safely  
attached to vehicle   

  Stronger hold to the vehicle than any  
other foot due to the patented  
MaxClamp™ technology   

  Exclusive EZAssemble™ design makes  
the Traverse the easiest foot to install  
and remove on the market, with 50%  
fewer parts than competitors   

  Requires vehicle specific Thule Fit Kit and  
AeroBlade load bars (sold separately)   

  4 feet per pack

Rapid Crossroad 450R 
Converts existing factory racks with 
raised side rails into full-featured 
Thule rack systems.

FEATURES
  Built-in tool for easy installation and  
removal   

  Rubber coated steel strap secures  
foot to side rail   

  Requires Thule AeroBlade load bars  
(sold separately)   

  4 feet per pack

Rapid Podium 460R 
Low-profile foot for vehicles with 
integrated fix point, flush mount 
rail, t-track or custom permanent 
mount attachment locations.

FEATURES
  Seamless factory rack appearance   
  Durable resin exterior, steel internal  
components   

  Requires vehicle specific Thule Fit Kit and  
AeroBlade load bars (sold separately)   

  4 feet per pack

AeroBlade foot packs.



Thule Square Load Bars 
LB78, LB65, LB58, LB50

Heavy-duty steel Square Bars are galvanized 
and plastic-coated to resist corrosion. Available 
in multiple bar lengths, Thule Square Bars 
deliver maximum carrying capacity.

FEATURES

  Carries up to 165lbs of cargo (see Thule Fit Guide for  
vehicle specific recommendations)   

  Available in 4 lengths of 50”, 58”, 65” and 78”   

  Sold 2 bars per pack   

  Requires Thule Square Bar foot pack and some systems  
require vehicle-specific Fit Kit  

Traverse Foot Pack 480, 4802 
This revolutionary foot for vehicles without a factory rack or 
rain gutters provides the strongest hold, safest fit and easiest 
installation on the market.

FEATURES
  Integrated AcuTight™ tensioning tool visually indicates when the rack is safely  
attached to vehicle   

  Stronger hold to the vehicle than any other foot due to the patented MaxClamp™  
 technology   

  Exclusive EZAssemble™ design makes the Traverse the easiest foot to install and  
remove on the market, with 50% fewer parts than competitors   

  Requires vehicle specific Fit Kit and square load bars (sold separately) 

480 – 4 feet per pack  
4802 – 2 feet per pack

Crossroad Foot Pack 
450, 4502, 45050, 45058
Converts existing factory racks with 
raised side rails into full-featured Thule 
rack systems.

FEATURES
  Built-in tool for easy installation and removal   
  Rubber coated steel strap secures foot  
to side rail   

  Requires square load bars (sold separately)

450 – 4 feet per pack  
4502 – 2 feet per pack  
45050 – 4 feet, locks and 50” load bars 
45058 – 4 feet, locks and 58” load bar

Square load bars.

Square bar foot packs.
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Artificial Rain Gutters 
542
Create a permanent mounting 
point for Thule Gutter Feet on vans, 
campers and truck caps.

FEATURES
 Perfect application for camper shells  
and caps   

  For use with Thule Gutter Foot 
(sold separately)   

  Easy installation for top or side mounting  
  Installation requires drilling 

Top Tracks 
TP42, TP54, TB60 
Create a permanent, adjustable 
mounting point for Thule Podium 
Feet on almost any vehicle without 
a factory rack.

FEATURES
  Ideal for SUVs, minivans, RVs and campers  
  Ready to install with all hardware and  
drill bit included   

  For use with Thule Rapid Podium 

(#460R) or Podium (#460) feet   
 Installation requires drilling

Podium Base Fit Kit 
3113, 3114
Creates a permanent, fixed mounting 
point for Thule Podium Feet on camper 
shells, tonneau covers, or almost any 
vehicle without a factory rack.

FEATURES
  2 base models for use with either fiberglass  
(#3113) or sheet metal (#3114) roofs   

  Heavy-duty rubber gaskets protect roof  
from water leaks and scratches   

  For use with Thule Rapid Podium 

(#460R) or Podium (#460) feet  
(sold separately)   

  Installation requires drilling

Podium Foot Pack 
460, 4602 
Low-profile foot for vehicles with 
integrated fix point, flush mount rail, 
t-track or custom permanent mount 
attachment locations.

FEATURES
  Seamless factory rack appearance   
  Durable resin exterior, steel internal  

 components   
  Requires vehicle specific Thule Fit Kit  
and Square Bars (sold separately)

460 – 4 feet per pack 
4602 – 2 feet, 2 Fit Kit 3101 mounts

Aero Foot Pack 
400XT
Foot for select vehicles without a 
factory rack or rain gutters.

FEATURES
  Patented built-in tool for easy  
installation and removal   

  Requires vehicle specific Thule Fit Kit  
and Square Load Bars (sold separately)  

  4 feet per pack 

Gutter Foot 
300, 387, 953
Ideal foot for vehicles with rain 
gutters.

FEATURES
  Available in 5” (#300), 8” (#387) and 11”  
(#953) clearances   

  Requires Thule Square Bars  
(sold separately) 

300 – 4 feet per pack/5” clearance 
387 – 4 feet per pack/8” clearance 
953 – 4 feet per pack/11” clearance



Thule Xsporter Pro 500XT
The Thule Xsporter Pro, with great adjustability, 
carrying versatility and wind tunnel-tested superior 
aerodynamics, now including load stops.

FEATURES

  CustomAdjust™ bar height provides maximum carrying  
versatility for easy loading, carrying and storage  

  AirTrip™ technology is integrated into the bar to redirect  
airflow for superior aerodynamics  

  WindDiffuser™ technology raised textured strip  
disturbs airflow for ultra quiet road performance  

  Tool-free load stops included to help secure  
oversized loads

  SecureLock™ locks the rack to the truck with four  
 One-Key™ lock cylinders (included)  

  Reinforced aluminum design provides strength to carry  
up to 450 pounds  

  Easy installation that requires no cutting or drilling –  
limited assembly

Thule Xsporter Pro  
Tacoma Adapter XK3
Custom adapter required for mount-
ing Thule Xsporter Pro (500XT 
- sold separately) to 2005-current 
Toyota Tacoma. 

Xsporter Pro adapter

Pick-up truck load bars. R
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Load carriers
Roof type No Existing Rack

Bar type AeroBlade AeroBlade Square Bars

Product Name/  
Part Number

AeroBlade .      
Edge 

7601, 7602, 
7603, 7604

Rapid Podium
460R

Rapid Traverse
480R

Rapid Aero
400XTR

Podium
460

Traverse
480

Aero
400XT

Lockable ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits AeroBlade ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits Square Bars ✓ ✓ ✓

Attaches to  
vehicle roof and 
door frame

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Works with vehicle 
integrated  
fixpoints

✓ ✓ ✓

Works with t-tracks ✓ ✓

Works with flush 
mount rails ✓ ✓ ✓

Can be 
permanently 
installed

✓ ✓ ✓

Available as 2 pack ✓ ✓

Available as 
complete rack 
system (feet, and 
load bars)

✓

Load carriers
Roof type Raised Side Rails Rain Gutters

Bar type AeroBlade AeroBlade Square Bars

Product Name/  
Part Number

AeroBlade .    
Edge 

7501, 7502, 
7503, 7504

Rapid  
Crossroad

450R
Crossroad

450
Gutter Foot

300, 387, 953

Lockable ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits AeroBlade ✓

Fits Square Bars ✓ ✓

Available as 2 pack ✓

Available as 
complete rack 
system (feet, and 
load bars)

✓ ✓

Other Fits railing sizes between  
3/4” and 2 11/16”



Cargo
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Carrying you from one 
adventure to the next. 
Thule cargo carriers will help you live life more freely. Whether it  
is a long weekend skiing, a family vacation, or everyday-life chores, 
Thule’s innovative assortment of boxes, bags and baskets will get 
your gear out of your car and onto your roof, freeing up space for 
you, your family, your life.   
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FEATURES
1  The patented AeroNose design of the Thule Hyper and Thule Sonic reduces drag  

and noise, and improves fuel economy. The Thule Sonic Alpine featuring aerodynamic  
 dimples further reduces drag by more than 10% (vs. non-dimpled design)   

2  Exclusive Diamond-Textured AeroSkin surface is durable and the aerodynamic shape  
helps cut through the air, standard on the Thule Force  

3  AcuTight mounting system ‘clicks’ when box is securely attach to roof rack, standard 
 on the Thule Hyper and Thule Sonic   

4  Dual-Side opening for loading and unloading from either side of the vehicle, standard 
 on Thule Hyper, Thule Sonic, and Thule Force   

5  Integrated light for nighttime loading and unloading, standard on the Thule Hyper  
6  Patented rear-angled base and expanded vehicle mounting points help maximize  

trunk and hatch clearance, standard on the Thule Hyper and Thule Sonic 

All Thule cargo boxes are proudly  
made in Franklin Park, Illinois
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Thule Hyper XL 612
The Thule Hyper Box offers luxurious space with  
outstanding craftsmanship, security and ultra-conveniences. 
It is the perfect combination of style, protection and quality.

DESIGN FEATURES
1  Patented AeroNose™ design reduces drag and improves  

 fuel economy
2  Patented rear-angled base and expanded vehicle  

mounting points help maximize trunk and hatch  
clearance   

  Hi-Flow Base™ allows more air to pass between  
vehicle and box, further improving fuel economy   

  Reinforced lid and base improve opening/closing  
and provide an exceptionally quiet ride

  Fits Thule AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, Thule Square Bars, 
round bars and most factory racks

CONVENIENCE FEATURES
3  Pre-installed AcuTight mounting system clicks when you  

reach optimal hold to ensure your box is mounted securely  
 and properly before driving   

4  Integrated box light automatically turns on when  
box is opened and off when box is closed  

5  Dual-side opening and external lift handles for easy access  

  Oversized SecureLock™ is easy to grasp, even with gloves  
on, and ensures the box is closed securely and properly  
prior to driving
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Thule Sonic 636, 635, 634, 633
The innovative Thule Sonic Box combines  
technology with style. It is designed for those 
looking for an aerodynamic box with a wide  
variety of size and convenience options.

DESIGN FEATURES
1   Patented AeroNose design cuts through the air and reduces  

drag and noise, standard on all Thule Sonic sizes, with the Thule  
Sonic Alpine featuring aerodynamic dimples to reduce drag by  
more than 10%   

  Patented rear-angled base and expanded vehicle mounting points  
help maximize trunk and hatch clearance     

  Fits Thule AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, Xsporter, Thule Square Bars, 
round bars and most factory racks

CONVENIENCE FEATURES
2   AcuTight mounting system ‘clicks’ when box is securely attached  

to roof rack   

  Dual-side opening for loading/unloading from either side of  
the vehicle   

  Oversized SecureLock™ is easy to grasp, even with gloves on,  
and ensures the box is closed securely and properly prior  
to driving
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Thule Force 626, 625, 624, 623 
The stylish Thule Force Box offers value and 
space while still featuring key conveniences. 

DESIGN FEATURES
1 Exclusive diamond-textured AeroSkin surface is durable  

and the aerodynamic shape helps cut through the air  
  Fits Thule AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, Xsporter,  
Thule Square Bars, round bars and most factory racks

CONVENIENCE FEATURES
2  Dual-side opening for loading/unloading from either side  

of the vehicle   

  Tool-Free Quick-Grip mounting system attaches box to rack  
in minutes   

  Oversized SecureLock™ is easy to grasp, even with gloves on,  
and ensures the box is closed securely and properly prior  
to driving 
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Thule Pulse 615, 614, 613
The versatile Thule Pulse Box offers consumers 
the additional space they need at a great value.

DESIGN FEATURES

  Durable and rugged ABS material is long-lasting and helps  
protect contents during transit   

  Fits Thule AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, Thule Square Bars,  
round bars and most factory racks   

CONVENIENCE FEATURES
1   Easy-Grip mounting system assembles in moments and easily  

 attaches the box to the rack   
2   Single-side opening for safe, passenger side loading/unloading  

of items   

  SecureLock™ ensures the box is closed securely and properly  
prior to driving
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Thule Sidekick 682
This compact roof box is ideal for carrying small 
loads such as camping gear or golf clubs.

FEATURES
  Passenger-side opening for safe loading and unloading   
  Protects gear and helps keep out the elements   
  Carries 8 cubic feet or up to 110lbs of cargo per box   
  2 locks (included) secure box contents and lock the box  
to the roof rack   

  Fits Thule AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, Thule Square Bars,  
round bars and most factory racks  

Thule Transporter Combi 665C
Full featured hitch cargo box with tilt down design 
allows access to trunk, hatch or tailgate even when 
loaded.

FEATURES
  Cargo box tilts down for access to the rear of the vehicle  
  Pre-wired tail lights (4-pin) and license plate adapter included  
  Adapts to 1¼" and 2" receivers, class II or III (adapter included)  
  SecureLock™ ensures box is properly closed prior to driving  
  Carries 13 cubic feet or up to 150 lbs of cargo per box   



Patented Dual-Side opening  

The Hyper, Sonic and Force cargo boxes feature a 
dual-articulating hinge. This hinge allows users the 
convenience of loading and unloading the box from 
either side of the vehicle. 

Featured in the Hyper, Sonic and Force 

AcuTight™ mounting system

The precision torque  
sensing mechanism 
in Thule’s innovative 
AcuTight™makes it the  
only cargo box mounting 
system to provide tactile 
and audio feedback to 
the user when the proper 
clamping force is achieved. 

AcuTight™ assures you 
won’t ever have to guess 
that your cargo box is  
installed correctly.

Featured in the Hyper and Sonic 

Recycled materials 

Thule selectively sources raw materials from our  
vendors in order to produce cargo boxes that  
contain up to 80% Post Manufacturing Recycled 
Content. 

Featured in the Hyper, Sonic and Pulse 

Made in USA

For over two decades, Thule has been producing 
high quality cargo boxes in our Franklin Park, IL  
facility. Our advanced thermoforming manufacturing 
techniques ensure that each cargo box meets our 
rigid quality standards to ensure a lifetime of use.

Hyper, Sonic, Force and Pulse are all made in the USA 
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Ribs  

Thule Hyper and Sonic cargo boxes are engineered 
with strategically located anti-torsion rib to help  
resist lifting and pulling forces. This feature allows 
user to quickly and securely open and close their 
cargo box. 

Featured in the Hyper and Sonic 

AeroNose™ design

Using computer fluid-dynamic analysis (CFD), Thule 
engineers modeled a multitude of designs that led 
them to the new AeroNose™. This radical new cargo 
box shape helps reduce overall cargo box drag  
by up to 35%*
*In controlled analysis vs. prior gen products

Technology and design.

URES (in)

2.094e-001

1.919e-001

1.745e-001

1.570e-001

1.396e-001

1 .221e-001

1.047e-001

8.723e-002

6.978e-002

5.234e-002

3.489e-002

1.745e-002

3.937e-032

Featured in the Hyper and Sonic
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XXL XL L Alpine

Number  
of people

Amount 
of gear

Gear 
type

Hyper™

Sonic™

Force™

Pulse™

Small to oversized  
luggage, sporting  
equipment, baby  
gear and kids toys,  
large grocery trips  
or home store visits,  
10-12 pairs of skis  
or 6-8 snowboards

Outdoor equipment  
(cycling gear, skis,  
paddles, etc), large  
luggage, baby gear,  
6-8 pairs of skis  
or 4-6 snowboards

Duffle bags, carry-on  
type luggage, everyday 
items like groceries,  
gardening equipment  
or other household  
items

Snow sport equipment,  
long/low-profile gear,  
3-6 pairs of skis  
or 2-3 snowboards

The right choice.
Thule’s new cargo box assortment simplifies the buying experience. 
This new line up allows you to choose a product based on the size  
you need and the features you want. 

Hyper available in Two-Toned glossy Black and Silver

All Sonic sizes available in glossy Metallic Black and Metallic Silver

All Force sizes available in Matte Black AeroSkin

All Pulse sizes available in Black



Cargo Boxes

Product name Hyper XL Sonic XXL Sonic XL

Cargo Volume 17 cu. ft. / 481 L 22 cu. ft. / 623 L 17 cu. ft. / 481 L

Weight Limit 
(including weight of box) 110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg

Ski/Snowboard Capacity 6-8 pair skis, 4-6 boards 10-12 pair skis, 6-8 boards 6-8 pair skis, 4-6 boards

Maximum Ski Length 201 cm 227 cm 201 cm

Minutes to Install 5 5 5

Dial-Side Opening Y Y Y

Exterior Dimensions
L x W x H

90 x 34.5 x 15"
229 x 88 x 38 cm

100.5 x 37.5 x 17"
255 x 95 x 43 cm

90 x 34.5 x 16"
229 x 88 x 41 cm

Interior Length 81" / 206 cm 91.5" / 232 cm 81" / 206 cm

Interior Width 32.5" / 83 cm 35.5" / 90 cm 32.5" / 83 cm

Interior Height 13.5" / 34 cm 15.5" / 39 cm 14.5" / 37 cm

Weight 57 lbs / 25.9 kg 63 lbs. / 28.6 kg 51 lbs. / 23.1 kg

Part Number / 
Color Options

612
Two-Tone

636B Metallic Black
636S Metallic Silver

635B Metallic Black
635S Metallic Silver

Cargo Boxes

Product name Force L Force Alpine Pulse XL

Cargo Volume 13 cu. ft. / 368 L 12 cu. ft. / 340 L 16 cu. ft. / 453 L

Weight Limit 
(including weight of box) 110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg

Ski/Snowboard Capacity 3-4 boards 5-6 pair skis, 2-3 boards 6-8 pair skis, 4-6 boards

Maximum Ski Length 150 cm 192 cm 181 cm

Minutes to Install 5 5 10

Dial-Side Opening Y Y N

Exterior Dimensions
L x W x H

65 x 34.5 x 16"
165 x 88 x 41 cm

81.5 x 24.5 x 17"
207 x 62 x 43 cm

76 x 33 x 16.5"
196 x 84 x 42 cm

Interior Length 61" / 155 cm 77.5" / 197 cm 72" / 186 cm

Interior Width 32.5" / 81 cm 22.5" / 57 cm 31" / 79 cm

Interior Height 14" / 36 cm 15" / 38 cm 14.5" / 37 cm

Weight 35 lbs. / 15.9 kg 36 lbs. / 16.3 kg 36 lbs. / 16.3 kg

Part Number / 
Color Options

624
Matte Black Aeroskin

623
Matte Black Aeroskin

615
Black

Fits 1 1/4" and 
2" Receiver Hitches
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Sonic L Sonic Alpine Force XXL Force XL

13 cu. ft. / 368 L 10 cu. ft / 283 L 21 cu. ft. / 595 L 17 cu. ft. / 481 L

110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg

3-4 boards 3-4 pair skis, 2-3 boards 10-12 pair skis, 6-8 boards 6-8 pair skis, 4-6 boards

158 cm 216 cm 220 cm 198 cm

5 5 5 5

Y Y Y Y

73 x 34.5 x 16"
185 x 88 x 41 cm

96 x 27.5 x 11"
244 x 70 x 28 cm

92.5 x 36 x 18"
235 x 91 x 46 cm

84 x 34.5"" x 17"
213 x 87 x 43 cm

64" / 163 cm 87" / 221 cm 88.5" / 225 cm 80" / 203 cm

32.5" / 83 cm 25.5" / 65 cm 34" / 86 cm 32.5" / 83 cm

14.5" / 37 cm 9.5" / 24 cm 16" / 41 cm 15" / 38 cm

40 lbs. / 18.1 kg 40 lbs. / 18.1 kg 56 lbs. / 25.4 kg 44 lbs. / 20 kg

634B Metallic Black
634S Metallic Silver

633B Metallic Black
633S Metallic Silver

626
Matte Black Aeroskin

625
Matte Black Aeroskin

Pulse L Pulse Alpine Sidekick Transporter Combi

14 cu. ft. / 396 L 11 cu. ft. / 311 L 8 cu. ft / 227 L 13 cu. ft. / 368 L

110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg 110 lbs. / 50 kg 150 lbs. / 68 kg

3-4 boards 5-6 pair skis, 2-3 boards N/A N/A

155 cm 210 cm N/A N/A

10 10 15 10

N N N N

67 x 35 x 16"
170 x 89 x 41 cm

88.5 x 25.5 x 12.5"
225 x 65 x 32 cm

54 x 25 x 15.5"
137 x 64 x 39 cm

50.5 x 23.5 x 24.5"
128 x 60 x 62 cm

63" / 160 cm 84.5" / 215 cm 50" / 127 cm 47" / 119 cm

33" / 84 cm 23.5" / 60 cm 23" / 59 cm 21.5" / 55 cm

14" / 36 cm 10.5" / 27 cm 13.5" / 34 cm 22.5" / 57 cm

34 lbs. / 15.4 kg 30 lbs. / 13.6 kg 16 lbs. / 7.2 kg 55 lbs / 24.9 kg

614
Black

613
Black

682
Silver

665C
Black

Y
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Thule M.O.A.B.™ Extension 691XT 
Add an extension to the M.O.A.B. roof basket for an additional 20" of  
cargo space.

Thule Stretch Cargo Net 692
This heavy-duty cargo net, with extra large impact resistant hooks and shock 
cord construction, holds and secures all luggage, camping and cargo gear. 
Fits M.O.A.B. and M.O.A.B. Extension baskets.

Thule M.O.A.B. 690XT 
Perfectly sized to fit on 4x4s, SUVs and wagons,  
the M.O.A.B. (Mother of All Baskets) provides 
maximum cargo versatility and durability.

FEATURES
  Durable, heavy-duty steel construction secures your  
gear during transport   

  Comes with adjustable Thule load bars so you can  
attach other carriers to the basket   

  Custom fairing for improved aerodynamics and reduced  
wind noise   

  Easy to install and remove with QuickMount™ hardware  
  Carries up to 165lbs with a wide variety of configurations   
  Measures 44" x 39" x 6.5"   
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks

Add to your Thule M.O.A.B.



Thule Interstate 869
Thule’s most weather-resistant cargo bag ever is 
large enough to haul your family’s vacation gear 
and durable enough to last over time.

FEATURES
  IP-X3 test certified water resistance sets the standard  
for car top bag weather protection  

  Double-coated, Phthalate-free TPE laminate material is rugged  
and long-lasting while reducing environmental impact    

  Padded base protects vehicle finish from abrasion    
  Coated, 3-sided zipper with generous storm flap provides  
easy, weather-protected access to contents  

  Twin compression straps keep cargo securely   
positioned while in transit, minimizing friction and noise 

  Heavy-duty, double-stitched webbing straps (included) attach  
bag to roof rack crossbars or raised rails  

  Folds down easily for compact storage
  16 cu. ft. cargo capacity
  Attaches to vehicle crossbars or raised side rails.  
Fits Thule AeroBlade and AeroBlade Edge,  
Thule Square Bars, round bars and most factory racks

Thule Outbound 868
The perfect travel companion, the Outbound 
installs quickly and easily, packs a full load of gear, 
and compacts down for smart storage until the 
next adventure. 

FEATURES
  IP-X2 test certified weather resistance helps keep your 
cargo dry longer 

  Phthalate-free TPE laminate material is durable while  
reducing environmental impact   

  3-sided zipper with generous storm flap provides easy, 
weather-protected access to contents  

  Twin compression straps keep cargo securely positioned  
while in transit, minimizing friction and noise 

  Heavy-duty, double-stitched webbing straps (included)  
attach bag to roof rack crossbars or raised rails 

  Folds down easily for compact storage
  13 cu. ft. cargo capacity
  Attaches to vehicle crossbars or raised side rails.
Fits Thule AeroBlade and AeroBlade Edge, Thule Square  
Bars, round bars and most factory racks

FOR SPECIFICATIONS, SEE BELOW.
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Cargo Bags

Product name/ 
Part Number

Interstate
869

Outbound
868

Carrying capacity 16 cu. ft. 13 cu. ft.

Water resistance IP-X3 IP-X2

Coated zipper ✓

Double-coated tarpaulin ✓

Padded base ✓

Phthalate-free construction ✓ ✓

Dual compression straps ✓ ✓

Taped seams ✓ ✓

Fits Thule AeroBlade and AeroBlade 
Edge, Thule Square Bars, round bars 
and most factory racks

✓ ✓



Bike
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Take your bike from start 
to finish.
Whether it’s the thrill of racing downhill, the physical challenge of 
a long-distance ride, or peaceful cruise by the beach, cycling is  
perhaps the ultimate way of experiencing the outdoors.

Thule bike carriers and hitch racks make it easy to transport your 
bikes to your destination.  On your roof, mounted to the rear of 
your vehicle or connected to your hitch, we have a wide variety of 
options to fit your needs, your vehicles and your style of bike.

1
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ROOF MOUNTED BIKE CARRIERS, SEE PAGE 39
1   Thule’s roof carriers protect your bike from road dirt and offer the most secure  

and stable carrying solution. Other accessories can easily be added to your base  
rack. Available in fork mount and upright models to carry 1 to 6 bikes. 

HITCH MOUNTED BIKE RACKS, SEE PAGE 45
2   Thule’s hitch racks are easy to install and use. Since minimal lifting is required,  

bike loading is a cinch. Made from steel or lightweight aluminum, these durable  
racks mount to the receiver hitch so no base rack is required. Multiple options  
available to carry 1 to 5 bikes.

REAR MOUNTED BIKE RACKS, SEE PAGE 53
3   Thule’s rear mounted bike racks are versatile and convenient. They mount  

directly to the vehicle and don’t require a hitch receiver. These racks are  
compact, easy to install and carry 1 to 3 bikes.



Roof mounted 
bike carriers
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Thule Sprint 528
Thule’s premium fork mount carrier. It combines 
security and convenience with patented assurance 
technologies, making it the most complete fork 
mount bike carrier.

FEATURES
1  AcuTight™ Knob “clicks” when you reach optimal hold to ensure  

 your bike is secured to the rack   
2  Tool-free installation with Thule’s Speed-Link™ mounting system   
3  SonicHead design provides added bike security and timeless style  

4  Telescoping wheel tray moves in and out securely fitting most  
bikes while providing greater  hatch clearance     

  ”D” shaped low profile and lightweight aluminum tray is  
corrosion-resistant to withstand the elements   

  Ratcheting wheel strap quickly and easily secures the rear  
wheel and absorbs road shock   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks  

  Works with 15mm, 20mm and lefty forks with adapter  
(sold separately)

Thule Sprint T-track 569
The premium Sprint fork mount is also available 
in a direct to T-track mount option for Thule’s 
AeroBlade and AeroBlade Edge load bars.
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Thule Paceline 527
One-handed closure allows you to load and unload 
your bike with one hand while fitting most racks on 
the market.

FEATURES
1   Auto-clamp adjusts the pressure to different drop-out  

 thicknesses for a secure hold   
2   Ergonomic precision dial optimizes fork clamping pressure  

eliminating damage to fork  
  One-Key lock cylinder (sold separately) locks the bike  
to the carrier and the carrier to the rack

3   Tool-Free universal mounting makes it simple and easy  
 to install 
4   ”D” shaped low profile and lightweight aluminum tray  
 is corrosion-resistant to withstand the elements   
5   Ratcheting wheel strap and high-wall wheel cradle secures  

the wheel to the tray with added protection   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks 

  Works with 15mm, 20mm and lefty forks with adapter  
(sold separately)

Thule Circuit 526
The Thule Circuit Fork Mount low-profile carrier is 
designed for those looking for security, convenience 
and aerodynamic styling. 

FEATURES
1   AeroHead low-profile reinforced head combines aerodynamics,  

 durability and style   
2   Lockable SecureSkewer for quick loading/unloading with 

additional security using Thule’s One-Key™ lock cylinder 
 (sold separately)   
3   Tool-Free universal mounting makes it simple and easy 

to install  
4   Integrated wheel cradle high-wall design provides added 

protection and the perfect fit beneath your wheel 

  “D” shaped low profile aluminum tray made from corrosion- 
 resistant aluminum to withstand the elements   

  Ratcheting strap quickly and gently secures the wheel to  
the wheel cradle   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks  

  Works with 15mm, 20mm and lefty forks with adapter  
(sold separately)

Thule Prologue 516
Transport your bicycle quickly and safely with this 
lockable fork mounted carrier.

FEATURES
  Easy-to-use stainless steel skewer with oversized lever  
makes for secure loading and unloading   

  Compatible with most 9mm disc brakes   

  High-strength nylon composite head   

  Single-wall aluminum tray fits bicycle wheelbases up   
to 48" and tire widths up to 2.6”   

  1 One-Key™ lock cylinder (sold separately) locks the bike  
to carrier and carrier to rack   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks    

  Works with 15mm, 20mm and lefty forks with adapter  
(sold separately)   

  Factory rack compatible with Thule Ride-On Adapter™  
(#532, sold separately)  

Thule Tandem Carrier Pivoting 558P
The quickest and easiest tandem and recumbent 
bike carrier on the market. This unique design 
requires only one person to load/unload bike.

FEATURES
1   Innovative pivoting fork mount design enables easy  

 one-person loading and unloading   
2   Secure stainless steel skewer holds fork in place for  

safe transport   

  Corrosion resistant 75” aluminum wheel tray and stainless  
steel hardware for years of trouble-free use   

  Rear tray can be removed for trunk/hatch clearance and  
conventional bike transport   

  Works with 15mm, 20mm and lefty forks with adapter  
(sold separately)   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks  

1 1-2
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Thule Sidearm 594XT
Quick and safe bicycle transport with this upright 
roof-mounted bike carrier that doesn’t touch the 
bicycle frame.

FEATURES
1   SecureHook™ holds the bike by grabbing the front wheel –  

 no frame contact is made   
2   Ratcheting wheel strap quickly secures back wheel to tray  

  Versatile design accommodates bikes with disc brakes,  
thru-axles and other non-traditional frame designs   

  Corrosion resistant double-wall aluminum tray provides  
maximum strength and rigidity   

  Fits 20" to 29" wheel diameter bicycles with tires up to 2.6" wide  
  2 One-Key™ lock cylinders (sold separately) lock the bike to  
carrier and carrier to rack   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks

1 12
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Thule Criterium 598
Advanced “frame-hold” design for this upright roof 
carrier provides a quick, precise hold and a more 
stable ride.

FEATURES
1   C-Clamp™ has an integrated dial that gently grips and holds  

 the bike frame for greater stability    
2   Two ratcheting wheel straps quickly secure wheels to tray  

  Stylish corrosion resistant aluminum tray holds bike in place  
while loading and provides rust-free protection   

  Fits bike frames up to 33/8" in diameter and tires up to  
2.6" wide   

  2 One-Key™ lock cylinders (sold separately) locks the bike  
to carrier and carrier to rack   

  Fits Thule Square Bars, AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, and  
round bars (AeroBlade requires Xadapt8, sold separately)   

  Factory rack compatible with Thule Ride-On Adapter™  
(#532, sold separately)

Thule Big Mouth 599XTR
Rock-solid upright carrier with easy to use frame 
clamp design at a great value.

FEATURES
1   Self-adjusting jaws automatically wrap around the downtube  

for precise frame hold   
  Fits bike frames up to 33/8" in diameter and tires up to  
2.6" wide   

  1 One-Key™ lock cylinder (sold separately) locks the bike  
to carrier and carrier to rack   

  Fits Thule Square Bars, AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, and  
round bars (AeroBlade requires Xadapt2, sold separately)  

  Factory rack compatible with Thule Ride-On Adapter™  
(#532, sold separately) 



Hitch mounted 
bike racks
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Thule EasyFold 9032 
The most convenient, fully foldable, two bike carrier 
for E-bikes as well as all other types of bikes.

FEATURES
1   Fully foldable for convenient mounting, handling and storage  

  High load capacity for handling the weight of two E-bikes  
(2 X 66 lbs)   

  Snug-Tite™ receiver lock virtually eliminates hitch rack  
movement in receiver and locks the hitch rack to the vehicle  

  Manages long wheel bases (downhill MTBs)   
2   Convenient removable ramp for easy loading and unloading  

of your bikes   
  Fully locking - carrier to vehicle and bikes to carrier  
(locks included)   

  Fits both 2” and 1.25” receivers 
  Carries up to 2 bikes

1



Thule T2 916XTR, 917XTR
This premier platform hitch rack is the fastest 
to load/unload and remove bikes with minimal 
lifting for ultimate convenience.

FEATURES
1   Ratcheting SecureHook™ with integrated cable lock  

 secures the bike without making frame contact   
2   Hitch Switch™ lever folds and stores platform when  
 not in use or tilts down for rear of vehicle access   
3   Integrated locking cable wraps around bike frame  

to lock bikes to the hitch rack (2 One-Key™ lock  
cylinders included) 

  Adjustable wheel strap quickly secures back wheel  
to tray   

  Fits 20" to 29" wheel diameter bicycles with up to  
3" wide tires   

  Accommodates bicycles with disc brakes, thru-axles  
and other non-traditional frame designs   

  Reinforced tray provides maximum strength and  
rust-free protection   

  Snug-Tite™ receiver lock virtually eliminates hitch rack  
movement in receiver and locks the hitch rack to the  
vehicle (lock included)

1 2
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Thule T2 2 Bike Add-On 918XTR
This add-on to our premier platform hitch rack allows 4 
bike capacity when used with 916XTR (2" receivers only). 

• 2 One-Key™ lock cylinders included to lock the bikes to 
hitch rack

• Fits 2" receivers only. Must be used in conjunction with 
T2™ (#916XTR, sold separately)

Carry up to 4 bikes with this Add On

Thule T2 Fat Tire Kit 919
Introducing the new Thule Fat Tire Kit, a convenient, 
easy to install upgrade kit for carrying fat bikes on 
your T2.

FEATURES
  Oversized wheel trays accommodate Fat Tires up to 5” wide  
  Optimized wheel tray shape works well with all size tires   
  Spring loaded buckle and extra long wheel strap for quick  
and easy rear wheel fastening   

  Requires 916XTR or 917XTR   
  T2 can accommodate 1 - 4 Fat Tire Kits each sold separately



Thule Doubletrack 990XT 
Lightweight platform hitch with adjustable mast 
hooks loads and unloads in seconds while trans-
porting bikes safely and securely.

FEATURES
1   Reinforced wheel trays slide independently along  

 platforms to eliminate bike-to-bike contact   
2   Ratcheting wheel straps quickly secure bike wheels  
 to trays   
3   Hitch Switch™ lever folds and stores platform when  

not in use   
  Foldable center mast’s ratcheting hooks move  
independently to grab, hold and stabilize each bike  
quickly and easily   

  Accommodates wheel bases up to 48"   
  Fits the widest range of bike sizes and shapes – even  
cruisers with fenders – up to 3" wide tires   

  Includes 2 One-Key™ lock cylinders to lock the bikes  
to hitch rack   

  Snug-Tite™ receiver lock virtually eliminates hitch rack  
movement in receiver and locks the hitch rack to the  
vehicle  (lock included)   

  Carries up to 2 bikes and fits 1¼" or 2" receivers

31-2
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Thule Apex 9025, 9026
Premium hitch rack combines security, convenience 
and revolutionary new cradle design with Road 
Dampening Technology (RDT) making it the most 
complete hitch rack on the market.

FEATURES
1   Hold Fast RDT (Road Dampening Technology) Cradles™

absorb the shock of the road and protect your bike 
during transport  

2   Snug-Tite Stinger™ virtually eliminates hitch rack movement 
and locks the hitch rack to the vehicle  

3   Patented No-Sway™ cage to prevent bike to bike contact - 
with rubber bumpers for frame protection  

4   Hide-away heavy-duty integrated cable lock allows you to 
lock the bikes to the rack - cable stores inside hitch rack 
when not in use 

  Arc design of the arms gives bikes greater clearance off 
the ground and provides greater distance between bikes 
preventing contact  

  Increased mast height for greater ground clearance  
  Hitch Switch™ allows the arms to fold when not in use 
and tilts the carrier down for rear of vehicle access  

  Integrated handle for easy carrying and handling 

Thule Apex Swing 9027
Thule’s premium hitch rack also comes in a 
swing-away version for convenient, easy rear 
of vehicle access.

FEATURES
  Combines all the premium features of the Apex with 
a swing-away design that allows a fully loaded hitch rack 
to swing away from the vehicle for rear of vehicle access  

  Available in a 4 bike version only  
  Only fits 2" receivers
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Thule Vertex 9028, 9029, 9030 
This hitch rack’s unique arc design makes it 
easier to load and unload, provides better 
ground clearance and gives you greater space 
between your bikes for easy transport.

FEATURES
1   New Hold Fast Cradles™ cushion bike and provide  

 maximum bike security   
2   Anti-Sway Cages prevent bike-to-bike and  
 bike-to-vehicle contact   
3   New and improved Hitch Switch™ folds arms down  

when not in use and tilts carrier away from vehicle for  
trunk, hatch or tailgate access   

  Unique arc design for easier bike loading and carrying  
 performance   

  Increased mast height for greater ground clearance   
  Integrated handle for easy carrying and handling   
  Snug-Tite™ receiver lock (#STL2, sold separately)  
virtually eliminates hitch rack movement in receiver  
and locks the hitch rack to the vehicle   

  Our largest carrying assortment available: 2 bike (9028),  
4 bike (9029) and 5 bike (9030) hitch racks   

  Secure your bikes to the hitch rack with Thule’s 6 ft.  
Braided Steel Cable (#538XT, sold separately) 

Thule Vertex Swing 9031
Vertex™ is also available in a swing-away version 
allowing for rear of vehicle access.

FEATURES
  Combines all the features of the Vertex with a  
swing-away design that allows a fully loaded hitch  
rack to swing away from the vehicle for rear of  
vehicle access   

  Available in a 4 bike version only   
  Only fits 2" receivers
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Thule Parkway 958, 957, 956
This tilting hitch rack carries up to 4 bikes and will 
not block access to trunks, hatches and tailgates.

FEATURES
1   Tilts away from vehicle for trunk, hatch or tailgate access  

  Soft rubber cradles protect bike frame while holding securely  
  High-strength steel construction   
  6 ft. Braided Steel Cable Lock (#538XT, sold separately)  
secures bikes to the carrier   

  Snug-Tite™ receiver lock (#STL2, sold separately) virtually  
eliminates hitch rack movement in receiver and locks the  
hitch rack to the vehicle 

Thule Helium Aero 9042, 9043
The Helium Aero is nearly half the weight of most 
hitch racks and is the ONLY ultra-light rack to integrate 
maximum convenience, bike protection, and security 
into one sleek aero-design.

FEATURES
1   Patented Hold Fast Cradles™ with RDT (Road Dampening Technology)  

 secure the bike to the rack while absorbing road shock   
2   No-Sway™ cages with RDT prevent contact and absorb road  

 shock for frame protection   
3   Integrated locking cable and AutoAttach lock knob lock the  

 bike to carrier and carrier to vehicle   
4   No-Tool AutoAttach allows you to install and remove the rack  

 from your vehicle quickly and easily   
5   Snug-Tite Stinger™ virtually eliminates rack movement by  

 removing space in the receiver   
6   Hitch Switch™ allows arms to fold down when not in use and  

tilts the carrier away for rear of vehicle access   
  Ultra-Light aluminum is nearly half the weight of most hitch  
racks, for easy handling, installation and removal   

  Sleek Aero-Design improves ground-clearance  
and increases distance between bikes for  
maximum protection  



Rear mounted  
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Thule Raceway Platform 9003XT
Revolutionary rear mounted platform rack for maximum 

strength, security and ease of use.

FEATURES
1   Convenient platform mount design allows for fast, easy  

 and lower bike loading   
2   Sure-Tight™ ratcheting cables with locks provide maximum  

 fastening security to your vehicle   
3   Patented FitDial™ guarantees a “perfect fit” to your vehicle   
4   Molded rubber pads provide a firm hold to vehicle and protect  

 against scratches   
5   Lockable bike clamps with RDT (Road Dampening Technology)  

secure the bike to the rack while absorbing road shock (locks  
 included)   

6   Adjustable bike frame clamps keep bikes separated and secure  
for ultimate stability  

  Folds up flat for convenient storage  
  Carries up to 2 bikes

2-3

4

1

5-6
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Thule Raceway 9001XT, 9002XT
The premium Thule Raceway is our strongest, most 

secure and easiest to use rear mounted bike carrier. 

FEATURES
1   Sure-Tight™ ratcheting cables with locks provide maximum  

 fastening security to your vehicle   

2   Patented FitDial™ guarantees a “perfect fit” to your vehicle   

3   Premium Cradles with RDT (Road Dampening Technology)  
 secure the bike to the rack while absorbing road shock   

4   Patented No-Sway™ cages prevent bike-to-bike contact with  
 rubber bumpers for frame protection   

5   Molded rubber pads provide firm hold to vehicle and protect  
against scratches   

 Narrow cradle arms hold a variety of bike frames including  
smaller kids bikes and fold when not in use   

  Lockable cable secures bike to carrier (lock included)

  Folds up flat for convenient storage  

Thule Archway 9009XT, 9010XT
This premium lockable rear mounted bike rack 
blends security and convenience for easy use 
and storage.

FEATURES
1   Integrated locking cable (lock included) secures bikes  

to the rack and the trunk locking strap secures the rack  
 to the vehicle   
2   Patented FitDial™ with Quick-Fit™ lever adjusts to your vehicle  

providing a “perfect fit”  
3   Premium Cradles with RDT (Road Dampening Technology)  
 secure the bike to the rack while absorbing road shock   

4   Patented No-Sway™ cages prevent bike-to-bike contact with  
rubber bumpers for frame protection   

  Maximum strength nylon straps with vinyl-coated buckles  
protect the vehicle finish   

  Cinch Lever™ allows the bike arms to adjust independently  
and easily for unique bike frames   

  Oversized molded pads protect vehicle finish   
  Folds up flat for convenient storage

1 2-3 1-2
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Thule Gateway 9006XT, 9007XT
Robust rear mounted bike carrier features long dual 
arcing tubes providing greater clearance over rear 
spoilers and maximizing the amount of vehicles it 
can work with. 

FEATURES
1   Patented FitDial™ with Quick-Fit™ lever adjusts to your vehicle  

 providing a “perfect fit”   
2   Anti-sway cages prevent bike-to-bike and bike-to-vehicle  

 contact   
3   Stay-Put™ cradles with soft-saddle material protect your  

bike’s finish   
  Bike arms are positioned to provide ample spacing between  
bikes to avoid bike-to-bike contact during transport   

  Cinch Lever™ allows the bike arms to adjust independently  
and easily for unique bike frames   

  Maximum strength nylon straps with vinyl-coated buckles  
protect the vehicle finish   

  Folds up flat for convenient storage

Thule Passage 910XT, 911XT
Convenient and easy; this strap rack allows you to 
carry up to 3 bikes and then folds down for easy 
storage.

FEATURES
1   Anti-sway cages prevent bike-to-bike and bike-to-vehicle  

 contact   
2   Stay-Put™ cradles protect bike frame while holding it securely  

  Patented FitDial™ provides the perfect fit to your vehicle   
  Narrow cradle arms hold a wider range of bike frames  
including kids bikes   

  SoftCushion™ pads protect trunk and hatch   
  Vinyl-coated buckles provide firm hold to vehicle and protect  
against scratches   

  Six strap system secures rack to vehicle



Thule Spare Me 963PRO
Our heavy-duty bike rack that connects to your 
rear mounted spare tire now includes Stay-Put™ 
cradles for better stability, an integrated locking 
cable for better security and a second adapter 
plate to fit more tire sizes! 

FEATURES
  Stay-Put™ cradles with anti-sway cages hold bikes  
in place for frame protection and stability   

  Attaches to spare tire and fits both regular and  
oversized tires   

  Integrated locking cable and locking knob secure  
bikes to carrier and carrier to vehicle (locks included)  

  Arms fold down when not in use   
  Does not work with spare tire covers 

Thule GateMate 823, 824
The ultimate protection for your pick-up truck 
when carrying multiple bikes.

FEATURES
  Ultra durable heavy duty vinyl with foam padding  
protects both bike and truck tailgate   

  Integrated Knock-Blocks™ prevent bikes from sliding  
off edge of tailgate causing damage to the vehicle  
and or bike   

  Handle Hood™ allows for convenient access to tailgate  
handle without pad removal   

  Strap anchors provide secure tie down points for bikes  
and other loads   

  Sturdy nylon straps to keep pad securely attached  
to tailgate   

  Fits full-size and compact pickups

Thule Bed-Rider 822XT
Carry 2 bikes in the bed of your pick-up truck 
with no bolting or drilling with this integrated 
fork mounted carrier.

FEATURES
  Aluminum telescoping bar with SoftGrip™ rubber feet  
hold carrier on side rails of full size and small pick-up  
trucks without drilling (compatible with most bedliners  
except over-the-rail)   

  Locking 9mm quick-release fork mounted skewer holds  
fork in place for stable and secure bicycle transport   

  3 One-Key™ lock cylinders included to lock the bikes to  
the carrier and the carrier to the truck   

  Additional bikes can be transported with the Locking Bed  
Rider Add-on Block (#BRLB, sold separately)   

  Will not work on trucks with over the rail bedliners

Thule Insta-Gater 501
Turn your pick-up truck bed into a versatile bike 
carrier. No drilling or bolting required.

FEATURES
  Ratcheting SecureHook™ holds the bike by grabbing  
the front wheel – no frame contact is made   

  Integrated ratcheting arm raises and lowers for easy  
loading and unloading   

  1 One-Key™ lock cylinder (sold separately) locks the  
bike to the carrier   

  Fits 20" to 29" wheel diameter and up to 3" wide tires
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Bike transport cases
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Thule Round Trip Transition 
100502 
This hard shell premium bike case 
with integrated bike work stand 
makes traveling with your bike simple.

FEATURES
1   Strap and buckle interface provides  

a safe, secure closure to keep your  
bike and gear protected   

  The combination of ABS construction  
and the aluminum Click-Rail protects  
bike during transport   

  Integrated wheels for easy transport   
  Integrated bike stand doubles as a   
convenient bike holder and work stand 

2   Oversize wheel bags store road  
and mountain bike wheels up to 29'ers  
2.5" wide 

  Easy to pack and assemble making   
traveling easy 

  For road, mountain and cyclocross 
bikes up to and over a 46" / 116.8 cm   

 wheelbase 
  Measurements 54" L, 15.5" W, 37" H

Thule Round Trip Pro 
100501
Soft shell bike cases with integrated 
bike work stand makes traveling with 
your bike simple.

FEATURES
  Rugged nylon shell expands around  

aluminum Click-Rail to protect bike during  

transport and breaks down into small   

convenient storage when not in use   
  Integrated bike stand doubles as a  

convenient bike holder and work stand   
  Integrated wheels for easy transport 

1   Oversize wheel bags store road  
and mountain bike wheels up to 29'ers  
2.5" wide   

  Lightweight making it easy to carry 
  For most road, mountain and cyclocross  

bike with a wheelbase of 46" / 116.8 cm 
  Measurements 49.5" L, 11.8" W, 35" H

Thule Round Trip Sport 
100500
A UPS/Airline approved heavy-duty 
travel case for your road, mountain  
or cyclocross bike.

FEATURES
  Durable polyethene construction with  

foam padding protects the bike during   

 transport   
  4 heavy duty straps keep case closed  

and secure contents   
  Integrated wheels for easy transport  
  Dividers to keep wheels separated  

from frame 
  Measurements 47" L, 30.5" W, 10.5" H

1 2 1

Integrated Click-Rail secures the bike during transport  
and also converts to a convenient work-stand. 

• The Click-Rail is fully adjustable to fit any wheel base

Thule Round Trip Transition and Pro’s integrated bike stand 
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Thule One-Key Lock Cylinders
Lock cylinders fit Thule accessories 
and rack feet. Sold in 2 (#512)  
4 (#544) 6 (#596) and 8 (#588) 
cylinder sets.

Add to your bike carrier

Thule Bike Stacker BSTK2
Freestanding storage bike rack for  
your home, apartment or garage.

• Bike hanger arms adjust 
independently to any height up 
and down the bike rack 

• V-shaped soft rubber bike 
holders fully cushion and 
protect each bicycle and will 
not mar bike paint or crush bike 
cables, etc. 

• Holds even the heaviest of 
bicycles with its strong 1" x 2" 
steel construction

• Freestanding; no headaches with
having to install on wall 

• Dimensions: 
84"H x 31"W x 21"D

Thule Passive Lock Strap 533 
Two steel cables inside a theft-resistant  
nylon sleeve provide a dual-layer  
locking system that allows you to lock  
the rear mounted carrier to the vehicle.  
Specially-designed soft durometer  
puck makes it impossible to remove  
the carrier when the trunk or hatch  
is closed. Fits multiple-style and brand  
strap racks.

Thule 6-Foot Braided Steel  
Cable Lock 538XT
Protect your gear with Thule’s cable 
lock that secures equipment to your 
rack system. One-Key™ compatible. 

Thule Snug-Tite Receiver Lock 
STL2 
Designed for use with Thule Roadway 
and Thule Parkway. Includes 1 One-Key™ 
lock cylinder.

Thule Wheel On 593
Keep your trunk clutter-free by 
putting your front wheels safely 
on your roof. Fits all quick release 
wheels from 24" to 29". Fits Thule 
rack systems, round bars and most 
factory racks.

Thule Ride-On Adapter 532
Enables Thule roof mount bike 
carriers to be used on a vehicle’s 
factory installed rack – two bike 
maximum. Universal mounting 
hardware securely attaches 
directly to most factory racks.

Thule Thru-Axle Adapter 
53015, 53020, 530L
Patented adapter design allows you 
to carry 15mm, 20mm or Cannondale 
Lefty® front suspension forks on 
existing Thule and most other fork 
mounted bike carriers.

Thule Locking Bed-Rider  
Add-On Block BRLB
Attaches to Thule Bed-Rider™ 
(#822XT, sold separately) to increase 
bike carrying capacity. 1 One-Key™ 
lock cylinder included to lock the 
bike to the carrier.

Thule Locking Low-Rider 821XT
Create your own carrying solutions 
with these lockable fork mount 
blocks. Included exclusive locking 
skewer provides theft deterrence 
for bicycles. Can be mounted to 
virtually any flat surface (hardware 
not included).

Thule Low-Rider 821
Create your own carrying solutions 
with these fork mount blocks. Can be 
mounted to virtually any flat surface 
(hardware not included).

Thule Frame Adapter 982XT
Modifies women’s, BMX and 
non-standard frames in order to 
be carried on hanging-style hitch 
mount racks. Molded rubber pads 
protect bike finish.



Roof Mounted 
Carriers

Product name/ 
Part number

Sprint
528

Sprint T-Track
569

Paceline
527

Circuit
526

Mount Type Fork Fork Fork Fork

Premium D-Shaped Tray ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Premium Metal Bike Clamp ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Double Walled V Tray

Anodized Aluminum Construction ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits all diameter bike frames ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fit Thule Square and round bars ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits Thule Areoblade and 
AeroBlade Edge 

✓ ✓
mounts into T-track

✓ ✓

Factory Rack Compatible ✓ ✓ ✓

Through Axle Compatible ** ** ** **

Hitch Racks

Product name EasyFold T2 T2
2 Bike Add-on Doubletrack

Part number 9032 916XTR, 917XTR 918XTR (use with 916XTR) 990XT

Maximum number of bikes 2 2 4 2
Carrier type Platform Platform Platform Platform

Rear of vehicle access

Tilts or swings away with bikes on ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits 2" receiver hitches
✓

✓ 
916XTR

✓ ✓

Fits 1¼" receiver hitches
✓

✓ 
917XTR

✓

Locks to receiver hitch ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Includes bike locks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Arms fold down for storage ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Includes anti-sway ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Rear Mount and 
Spare Tire Racks

Product name Raceway Platform Raceway Archway Gateway

Part number 9003XT 9001XT      9002XT 9009XT      9010XT 9006XT      9007XT

Maximum number of bikes 2 2          3 2          3 2          3
Bikes lock to carrier ✓ ✓ ✓ Use #538XT (sold separately)

Carrier locks to vehicle ✓ ✓ ✓

Lowest bike loading ✓

Includes anti-sway ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Arms fold down for storage ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Attaches to rear spare tires
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Prologue
516

Tandem Carrier
558P

Sidearm
594XT

Criterium
598

Big Mouth
599XTR

Fork Fork Upright Upright Upright 

✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ Up to 33/8" Up to 33/8"

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ Requires Xadapt8 
(sold separately)

Requires Xadapt2 
(sold separately)

* ✓ * *
** ** ✓ ✓ ✓

Apex Apex Swing Vertex Vertex Swing Helium Aero Parkway

9025      9026 9027 9028    9029    9030 9031 9042      9043 958       957      956

4          5 4 2        4        5 4 2          3 2        4        4
Hanging Hanging Hanging Hanging Hanging Hanging

✓ ✓

✓ 
9025, 9026

✓
✓ 

9028, 9029, 9030
✓ ✓

✓ 
956, 958

✓ 
9025

✓ 
9028, 9029

✓
✓ 

957

✓ ✓ Use Thule Snug-Tite™ receiver 
lock #STL2 (sold separately)

Use Thule Snug-Tite™ receiver 
lock #STL2 (sold separately)

✓

✓ ✓ Use Thule 6ft Braided 
Steel cable #538XT (sold 

Use Thule 6ft Braided 
Steel cable #538XT (sold 

✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Passage Spare Me

910XT      911XT 963PRO

2          3 2
Use #538XT (sold separately) ✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

* Use Thule Ride On Adapter
532 (Sold Seperatly)

** Use Thule Thru-Axle Adapters
53015, 53020, 530L 
(Sold Seperatly)



Water
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Test the waters.
However you make a splash, we will help you get there. From 
kayaks to canoes, surfboards to stand-up paddle boards, our 
innovative and intuitive carriers are easy to mount and easy to 
use allowing you to save energy and use it where you need it: 
the open waters. 

1

2
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FEATURES
1   Raising the bar (literally) for lift-assist carriers, the Thule Hullavator reduces  

 up to 40lbs of a kayak’s weight and allows side of vehicle loading   
2   The Thule Hull-a-Port PRO folds down when not in use for increased overhead  

 clearance and improved fuel economy   
3   The Thule SUP Shuttle has a telescoping design that delivers a custom fit with  

 universal rack compatability.   
4   Get that extra height to reach the top of your vehicle by simply stepping on  

 the Thule Step-Up Wheel Step   
5   Heavy-duty, steel reinforced webbing and spring loaded locking cam provide  

unsurpassed security for your boards, along with Thule’s One-Key™ locks  
(included) that secure boards in the carrier and carrier to the rack, standard  
on both the Thule Double-Decker and Thule SUP Taxi   

6   Speed-Link™ mounting system for convenient, tool-free mounting to Thule  
Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks, standard on both the  
Thule Double-Decker and Thule SUP Taxi



Lift assist 
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Thule Hullavator 897XT
Raising the bar (literally) for lift-assist carriers, 
the Hullavator reduces up to 40lbs of a kayak’s 
weight and allows side of vehicle loading.

FEATURES
1   Double extending arms lower the kayak by 40” for  

waist-level loading, unloading and strapping   
  Gas-assist struts reduce 40lbs. of the kayak’s weight  
during lifting and lowering allowing only one person  
to load and unload the kayak   

  8-touchpoints of padded support for maximum  
protection for your kayak   

  Aluminum, double coated steel construction with  
corrosion resistance delivers a longer product life   

  Carries 1 kayak and requires 1 person to load and unload  

  Includes QuickDraw bow and stern tie-downs to  
transport 1 kayak   

  Up to 2 carriers per vehicle   
  Accommodates kayaks up to 34" wide and 75lbs   
  Fits Thule Aeroblade, Thule Square Bars, Thule Rapid Aero  
bars and round bars



 Horizontal and 
vertical carriers
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Thule Hull-a-Port PRO 835PRO
This premium vertical carrier combines 
maximum strength and protection with greater 
versatility by folding down when not in use.

FEATURES
1   Folds down when not used for increased overhead  

clearance and improved fuel economy   
  Wide mouth J-profile offers easier loading and unloading   
  Steel design with adjustable padding for carrying strength  
and kayak protection   

  Quick on/off hardware ensures fast installation and removal   
  Optimally sized J-style carrier leaves roof space for other  
Thule accessories   

  AllSurface™ rust-resistant tubing and hardware for longer  
product life   

  Includes QuickDraw bow and stern tie-downs to transport  
1 kayak  

  Requires 1 or 2 people to load and unload the the boat  
(depending on boat size)

  1 to 2 carriers per vehicle (see fit guide)    
  Accommodates kayaks up to 36" wide and 75lbs   
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks
  Fits flush to Thule AeroBlade with Xadapt11 T-track hardware  
kit (sold separately)



Thule Hull-a-Port 834
This standard J-style cradle delivers superior 
carrying performance and protection with its 
4-touchpoint adjustable padding and corrosion 
resistant steel design.

FEATURES
  Steel design with adjustable padding for carrying strength  
and kayak protection   

  Wide mouth J-profile offers easy loading and unloading   
  Quick on/off hardware ensures fast installation and removal   
  Optimally sized J-style carrier leaves roof space for other  
Thule accessories   

  Requires 1 or 2 people to load and unload the the boat  
(depending on boat size)

  Includes all straps to transport 1 kayak     
  1 to 2 carriers per vehicle   
  Accommodates kayaks up to 36" wide and 75lbs 
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks
  Fits flush to Thule AeroBlade with Xadapt11 T-track hardware  
kit (sold separately)  

Thule The Stacker 830
Maximize your kayak carrying capacity – hold up to 
4 kayaks stacked on their side while taking up the 
least amount of roof space.

FEATURES
1   Fold-down aluminum design with non-scratch outer coating  

  Quick on/off hardware ensures fast installation and removal   
  Optimally sized carrier leaves roof space for other Thule  
accessories   

  Requires 1 or 2 people to load and unload    
(depending on boat size) 

  Includes QuickDraw ratcheting bow and stern tie-downs  
to transport 1 kayak   

  1 to 2 carriers per vehicle 
  Accommodates kayaks up to 36" wide, 12' long and 75lbs    
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks

1
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Thule Slipstream 887XT
Premium load-assist carrier supports 50% of the 
kayak’s weight with its sliding roller that extends 
beyond the back of the vehicle for easier loading 
and unloading and improved vehicle protection.

FEATURES
1   Roller extends toward rear of vehicle for easier loading  

 and unloading   
2   Pivoting saddles automatically conform to nearly every  

kayak shape and size for secure transportation   
  Double-coated, corrosion resistant steel designed for  
long-term use   

  Carries 1 kayak and requires 1 person to load and unload   
  Includes QuickDraw ratcheting bow and stern tie-downs  
to transport 1 kayak   

  1 to 2 carriers per vehicle   
  Accommodates kayaks up to 36” wide and 75 lbs 
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks

Thule Roll Model 884
Easier loading and unloading of your kayak as it 
guides and centers boat on top of your vehicle.

FEATURES
  Integrated roller and saddles center the kayak for easier  
loading and unloading   

  4-touchpoints of padded support conform to the hull for  
added protection   

  Carries 1 kayak and requires 1 to 2 people to load and unload  
  Includes QuickDraw ratcheting bow and stern tie-downs  
to transport 1 kayak   

  1 to 2 carriers per vehicle   
  Accommodates kayaks up to 36" wide and 75 lbs   
  Fits Thule Square Bar rack system only

1-2



Thule Glide and Set 883
Premium saddle combination guides and sets 
the kayak for smooth loading, unloading and 
transportation.

FEATURES
  Rear-mounted Hydro-Glide felt lined saddles guide  
kayak and provide low friction loading/unloading   

  Front-mounted Set-to-Go form fitting saddles grip  
the surface of the hull for increased lateral stability  
and protection   

  Integrated rubber pads protect the hull and help  
hold the kayak in place for transportation   

  Requires 1 to 2 people to load and unload   
  Includes QuickDraw ratcheting bow and stern tie-downs  
to transport 1 kayak   

  Up to 2 carriers per vehicle   
  Accommodates kayaks up to 36” wide and 75lbs   
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks

Thule Top Deck 881
Transport your kayak or stand-up paddleboard 
safely with these custom designed saddles that 
conform to the most popular hull shapes.

FEATURES
  Integrated rubber pads protect the hull and help  
hold the kayak or stand-up paddleboard in place  
for transportation   

  Requires 1 to 2 people to load and unload   
  Includes all straps to transport 1 kayak   
  Accommodates kayaks and stand-up paddleboards 
up to 36” wide and 75lbs   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks

Thule Set-to-Go 878XT
Form fitting saddles hug and grip the surface 
for maximum stability and protection.

FEATURES
  Multiple pivot points conform to different hull shapes  
  Requires 1 to 2 people to load and unload   
  Soft form fitting saddles grip the surface of the hull  
for increased lateral stability and protection  

  Includes 1 load strap with padded buckle and  
1 ratcheting bow/stern rope   

  Need 2 878XT packs or use in conjunction with  
Hydro-Glide to carry 1 kayak   

  Accommodates kayaks up to 36” wide and 75lbs   
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks

Thule Hydro-Glide 875XT
Felt lined saddles for smooth kayak loading 
and unloading. 

FEATURES
  Pivoting felt-lined gliding saddles automatically  
conform to nearly every kayak shape and size for  
secure transportation   

  Large surface area supports and protects the hull   
  Includes 1 load strap with padded buckle and  
1 ratcheting bow/stern rope   

  Use in conjunction with Set-to-Go to carry 1 kayak  
  Accommodates kayaks up to 36” wide and 75lbs   
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks

Shown at right is Set-to-Go, in use with Hydro-Glide on left.

Shown at left is Hydro-Glide, in use with Set-to-Go on right.
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Thule Goalpost 997
Designed for pick-up trucks, this adjustable  
watersport carrier allows you to hold different  
sized kayaks, canoes, paddleboards and sailboards; 
even extra long loads.

FEATURES
  Hitch mounted, height adjustable with 58” Thule Square Bar   
  Anti-sway design for stable, more secure transport   
  Telescoping mast adjusts to truck cab heights   
  58" Thule steel load bar with durable plastic coating   
  2 load stops to help stabilize and hold load   
  Works with 2” receivers only

Thule Portage 819
Thule’s easiest loading canoe carrier with universal 
roof rack compatibility. 

FEATURES
  Durable gunwales with cushioned base pads secure canoe  
for transport

  Gunwales with ramped sides for easy loading
  Soft, weather resistant base padding protects canoe  
during transit

  Includes all center straps with buckle bumpers and  
bow/stern tie-downs to transport one canoe

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory   
racks with single reversible FlipFit™ mounting bracket

  Fits flush to Thule AeroBlade with Xadapt12 T-track  
hardware kit (sold separately)
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Thule Double-Decker  
Surfboard Carrier 809
The ultimate locking two surfboard carrier that 
delivers greater board security with a convenient, 
universal mounting design.

FEATURES
1   Exclusive, telescoping design delivers a custom fit for board  

 widths up to 26" wide   
2   Heavy-duty, steel reinforced webbing and spring loaded  

 locking cam provide unsurpassed security for your boards   
3  Equipped with Speed-Link™ mounting system for convenient,  

tool-free mounting   
  Dual loading design allows for transport of two boards with  
maximum stability   

  Soft, weather resistant padding protects boards during transit  
  2 One-Key™ locks (included) to secure surfboards in the carrier   
  2 One-Key™ lock cylinders (included) to lock the carrier to rack   
  Carry up to three boards with additional straps 
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks

Thule SUP Taxi 810
Premium locking stand-up paddleboard (SUP) carrier 
delivers unmatched board security combined with a 
convenient, universal mounting design.

FEATURES
1   Exclusive, telescoping design delivers a custom fit for board  

 widths up to 34" wide   
2   Equipped with Speed-Link™ mounting system for convenient,  

tool-free mounting  
  Heavy-duty, steel reinforced webbing and spring loaded  
locking cam provide unsurpassed security for your boards   

  Dual loading design allows for transport of two boards with  
maximum stability   

  Soft, weather resistant padding protects boards during transit   
  2 One-Key™ locks (included) to secure stand-up paddleboards  
in the carrier   

  2 One-Key™ lock cylinders (included) to lock the carrier to rack 
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks

321 1 2



Thule SUP Shuttle 811
Telescoping-width SUP carrier with built-in board pro-
tection and universal roof-rack compatibility.

FEATURES
  Exclusive telescoping design delivers a custom fit for board  
widths up to 34" wide  

  Dual loading design allows for transport of two boards with  
maximum stability

  Soft, weather resistant base padding protects boards during  
 transit

  FlipFit™ Bracket fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and  
most factory racks (no loose parts)

  Adjustable wrap-around padding on straps to protect board  
from strap abrasion

  Includes board tie-down and center straps with buckle  
bumpers to transport board securely and protect  
vehicle finish

  Fits flush to Thule AeroBlade with Xadapt12 T-track  
hardware kit (sold separately)

Thule Hang-Two Surf Carrier 
554XT 
Deluxe 2 board carrier protects, stabilizes and 
secures your surfboard to your vehicle.

FEATURES
  Oversized Sure-Grip™ cradles protect the board and straps  
wrap around the edges for maximum protection and stability  
during transport   

  Up to 2 carriers per vehicle   
  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks

Thule Surf Tailgate Pad 
808
18” tailgate surf rack pad quickly installs to truck 
beds for safe and convenient transport of surfboards 
and stand-up paddleboards.

FEATURES
 Quick and easy installation allows for safe transport  
of surfboards and stand-up paddleboards in truck beds   

  No-fade UV resistant fabrics deliver long term durability   
  Sewn-in strap system secures pad to tailgate for convenient  
board transportation   

  Board tie-down straps sold separately

Thule Surf Pads 
801, 802, 803, 804
18” and 24” split bottom surf rack pads are available 
in two varieties and fit nearly every rack on the road.

FEATURES
  No-fade UV resistant Surf Pad outer material made from  
100% recycled polyester   

  High density foam padding provides maximum surfboard  
or SUP board protection   

  Sewn-in hook and loop straps and convenient bungee cinch- 
 cord ends for fast installation and removal (tie-down straps  

sold separately)   
  Fits Thule Square Bars and other square/round bars 
(model #801 – 18” wide and #802 – 24” wide)   

  Fits Thule AeroBlade, AeroBlade Edge, Xsporter bars, and most  
factory racks (model #803 – 18” wide and #804 – 24” wide)
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Thule Waterslide  
854

Protect your vehicle 
during the loading  
and unloading of your 
boat. Non-skid underside 
and two bar straps hold 
mat in place.

Thule Get-a-Grip  
839

Fully lockable holder  
with rubber cushion  
accommodates  
paddles, oars, masts  
and other similar items  
up to 4” in diameter. 

Thule Lockable Strap  
831, 832

Versatile lockable (13- or 
10-foot) steel-core strap 
protects your kayaks, canoes 
and other gear. Rubberized 
Housing helps protect vehicle 
from scratches.

Thule Quick Draw 
855XT

Ratcheting bow and stern 
tie-downs with carabineer 
attach easily to your kayak 
and provide maximum 
boat hold and security. 
Sold in sets of 2.

Thule 9-Foot Load Strap 521 
Thule 15-Foot Load Strap 523

Heavy-duty load straps secure items, 
such as surfboards, safely to your 
vehicle’s base rack system. With 
patented buckle bumpers to help 
prevent vehicle scratches.  
Sold 2 per pack.

Thule Express Surf Strap 531

Stretchable bungee surf straps secure 
different size surfboards, stand-up 
paddleboards and sailboards to the 
vehicle roof rack for safe and secure 
transport. Looped ends fasten securely 
around the vehicle’s load bars.

Thule Quick Loops 530

Long loop strap provides 
anchor point for boat and load 
straps on vehicles without 
undercarriage attachment 

points. Installs easily by 
placing under hood or 

trunk and is secured  
by the closed lid.

Thule Hood Loops 529

Long loop strap provides 
anchor point for boat  
and load straps on vehicles  
without undercarriage 

attachment points.  
Installs easily to  

available bolt heads  
under the hood.

Thule Step-Up Wheel Step 232

Get that extra height to reach the top 
of your vehicle by simply stepping on 
this handy platform. Attaches to most 
vehicle tires.

Thule 6-Foot Braided Steel  
Cable Lock 538XT

Protect your gear  
with Thule’s cable  
lock that secures  
equipment to  
your rack system.  
Thule One-Key compatible.

Thule Outrigger II 847

One person can load and unload a boat with this unique retractable 
arm that fits inside Thule Square Bars. Supports up to 50% of 
the kayaks weight (up to 75lbs. maximum) and prevents vehicle 
contact. Integrated  
load stop prevents  
boat from sliding  
off bar. Holds nearly  
every kayak shape  
and size.

Watersport carrier accessories
Watersport 
Carriers

Product name/  
Part number

Hullavator 
897XT

Slipstream 
887XT

Roll Model 
884

Hull-a-Port 
PRO 

835PRO

Hull-a-Port 
834

The Stacker 
830

Glide 
and Set 

883

Top Deck 
881

Set-to-Go 
878XT

Primary  
watercraft Kayak Kayak Kayak Kayak Kayak Kayak Kayak Kayak/SUP Kayak

Fits Thule  
square and  
round bars

✓ ✓
Square 

bars only ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits Thule  
AeroBlade,  
Rapid Aero bars 
and Xsporter

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Factory rack 
compatible

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Includes bow/
stern tie-downs ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Folds down  
when not in use ✓ ✓

Lowers to side of 
car for waist-level 
loading

✓

Number of  
people required  
to load/unload

1 1 1 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2

Watersport 
Carriers

Product name/  
Part number

Hydro- 
Glide 
875XT

Portage 
819

Double- 
Decker 

809

SUP 
Taxi 
810

SUP 
Shuttle 

811

Hang-Two 
554XT

Surf 
Pads 

801/802

Surf 
Pads 

803/804

Primary  
watercraft Kayak Canoe Surfboard SUP SUP Surfboard Surfboard/

SUP
Surfboard/

SUP

Fits Thule  
square and  
round bars

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits Thule  
AeroBlade,  
Rapid Aero bars 
and Xsporter

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Factory rack 
compatible

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Includes bow/
stern tie-downs ✓ ✓

Folds down  
when not in use

Lowers to side of 
car for waist-level 
loading

Number of  
people required  
to load/unload

1-2 2 1 1-2 1-2 1 1 1
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Winter
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Reaching new heights.
If you’re going to fly down the mountain perhaps you should  
protect your gear on the car ride up. Our snowsport carriers  
provide many options to transport your boards, skis, boots and 
poles. From the enclosed to the easily accessible, Thule’s carriers 
are easy to mount, load and unload to get you on the mountain  
as quickly as you fly down it.

1

2

5
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FEATURES
1  Speed-Link™ mounting system for convenient, tool-free mounting to all  

Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks, featured on the  
 Thule Universal Pull Top and Thule Universal Flat Top   

2  Telescoping arms allow skis to slide from the top of the roof to the side of  
the car, featured on the Thule Universal Pull Top  

3  Ultra soft rubber board corral hold skis and boards securely without scratching  
 surfaces, featured on the Thule Tram   

4  Holds skis and boards securely with soft, weather resistant rubber profiles that  
grip without scratching the surfaces, featured on the Thule Universal Pull Top  

 and Thule Universal Flat Top   
5  Oversized push button allows for easy opening, and included locks keep your  

skis safe, both features standard on the Thule Tram, Thule Universal Pull Top,  
and Thule Universal Flat Top



Thule Tram 9033
Transport your skis and/or boards securely and 
safely on the back of your vehicle by attaching 
the Thule Tram to your Thule Hitch Rack or the 
Thule Spare Me. 

FEATURES
1   Ultra soft rubber arms hold skis and boards securely  

 without scratching surfaces   
2   Easy to open and close while wearing gloves with  

oversized push button release   

  Maximum carrying capacity by transporting skis and  
boards upright   

  Fits most Thule Hitch Racks including Thule Apex and  
Vertex as well as the Thule Spare Me

  2 One-Key™ locks included lock the skis in the carrier  

1 2 1

2 3

Thule Universal Pull Top 92726
This fully locking rooftop snowsport carrier slides 
from on top of the roof to the side of the car for 
easy loading and unloading.

FEATURES
1  Telescoping arms allow skis and boards to slide from the top  

 of the roof to the side of the car   
2  Holds skis and boards securely with ultra-soft rubber arms  

 that grip without scratching the surfaces   
3  Easy to open and close while wearing gloves with oversized  

push button release   

  Equipped with Speed-Link™ mounting system for convenient,  
tool-free mounting   

  Fits 6 pair of fat skis or 4 snowboards   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks 

  4 One-Key™ locks included lock the skis in the carrier and the  
carrier to the vehicle 
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Thule Universal Flat Top 92725, 92724
Fully locking premium rooftop ski and snowboard 
carrier provides ultra-soft rubber arms and  
oversized buttons for maximum protection  
and easy access. 

FEATURES

  Equipped with Speed-Link™ mounting system for  
convenient, tool-free mounting 

  Holds skis and boards securely with ultra-soft rubber  
arms that grip without scratching the surfaces   

  Easy to open and close while wearing gloves with  
oversized push button   

  Fits 6 pair of fat skis or 4 snowboards (#92725) or  
4 pair of fat skis or 2 snowboards (#92724)   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most  
factory racks  

  Fits flush to Thule AeroBlade with included T-track  
mounting hardware 

  4 One-Key™ locks included lock the skis in the carrier  
and the carrier to the vehicle   

Thule Snowcat 5401
Dedicated fully locking ski and snowboard 
carrier designed for vehicles with factory 
installed side rails only – no crossbars needed.

FEATURES

  Telescoping steel bar adjusts to the width of your  
vehicle for a precise fit and optimum support   

  Rubber arms grip and hold skis and boards securely  
without scratching the surfaces   

  Integrated push button for easier operation   

  Fits up to 6 pair skis or 4 snowboards   

  4 One-Key™ locks included to secure carrier   

  See Thule Fit Guide for list of vehicle fits

Snowsport 
Carriers

Carrier type Top of car carrier Hitch carrier

Product name/  
Part Number Universal 

Pull Top 
92726

Universal 
Flat Top
92725

Universal 
Flat Top
92724

Snowcat
5401

Universal 
Snowboard 

Carrier
575

Tram 
Hitch 

Ski Carrier
9033

Ski capacity
6 6 4 4 - 6 6

Snowboard  
capacity 4 4 2 4 2 4

Fits Thule and  
round bars ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Factory rack  
compatible ✓ ✓ ✓

Fits Factory Side  
Rails Only ✓

T-track mounts 
included ✓ ✓

Includes locks
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Oversized  
button for  
easy opening

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Slides from top  
of roof to side 
of car for easy 
loading

✓

Thule Universal Snowboard Carrier 575
This fully locking snowboard carrier can transport 
2 boards safely, securely and uses minimum roof 
space so there is room for other carriers. 

FEATURES

  Angled design raises bindings to prevent damage to boards  
or vehicle   

  Locking arms grip and hold boards securely without  
scratching the surfaces   

  Adjusts to fit all board sizes and widths   

  Includes 2 One-Key™ lock cylinders to lock the snowboards  
to the carrier; tamper-proof security screws lock the carrier  
to the vehicle   

  Fits all Thule Rack Systems, round bars and most factory racks

FOR SPECIFICATIONS, SEE BELOW.
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Bring your life   
Thule sets you free to enjoy the world. We are more than 
just products for your vehicle. Thule helps you transport  
everything that you care for, helping you live your active  
life to the fullest. 

92
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Luggage & Bags
Luggage & Duffles

 

Daypacks

 

Bike Bags & Racks

 

  
Sleeves & Cases
Laptop & Tablet Cases

 

Smartphone Cases

 

Camera Bags & Cases

 

Fit Guide

ROOF RACKSTHULE CARGO CARRIERS

http://www.carid.com/thule/
http://www.carid.com/roof-racks.html

